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AN ACT to amend the general obligations law, in relation to reforming the statutory short form and other powers of attorney for purposes of financial and estate planning; and to repeal certain provisions of such law relating to statutory gift riders.

THIS BILL IS APPROVED¹

I. BACKGROUND


In 2012, the Commission, based on its analysis of the implementation of the current POA Law since 2009, when the new law and form were made effective, and 2010, when the law and form were refined, as well as feedback from practitioners, recommended further changes to the law and forms. Such recommended changes are contained in the Commission’s Report.² Using these recommendations as a starting point, NYSBA drafted the Proposed Legislation designed to implement substantive changes to the POA Law and the form of the Statutory Short Form Power of Attorney and Statutory Gifts Rider (“POA Form and SGR”) and address dissatisfaction of the bar with the 2009 and 2010 amendments to the POA Law and POA Form and SGR.

The City Bar supports the Proposed Legislation, which centers on three major areas of change, and proposes clarifying modifications to the sponsors’ memorandum in support of the legislation (see Section III of this report and attached Appendix).

¹ See also Appendix, Suggested Modifications to Sponsors’ Memorandum, infra at p.6.
II. REASONS FOR SUPPORT

a. The POA Form and SCR Should Not Require “Strict Adherence”

Currently, in order to qualify as a Statutory Short Form Power of Attorney or Statutory Gifts Rider, the POA Form and SGR must be written exactly as required in the statute (i.e., strict adherence to the statutory forms). GOL § 5-1501(n) and (o). In practice, inadvertent and unimportant minor errors have caused forms to be either not Statutory Short Form Powers of Attorney (or SGRs) or not valid at all. The Proposed Legislation changes the standard from “strict adherence” to one of “substantial compliance”.

Under the law as it presently exists, the POA Form and SGR are full of traps for the unwary. Errors in the drafting of the POA Form and SGR have significant and severe repercussions. These errors are made even worse if not discovered until after the principal suffers an incapacity. In that case, it will be too late to create a correct POA Form and/or SGR. If the standard for drafting is “substantial compliance”, then unimportant errors and/or mistakes will not invalidate the POA Form or SGR, provided that the forms substantially comply with the forms in the statute.

Moreover, third parties do not have the staff or the time for a word-by-word review of what is often a multi-page form with more than 21 places to be initialed. Rather than do this review, many institutions have reinstated their policy of refusing to accept any form except their own. By changing the standard to “substantial compliance”, third parties would be permitted to engage in a more effective and meaningful review of the POA Form and SGR to ensure it complies with the statute and/or a certification from the attorney.

The City Bar supports changing the drafting standard to one of “substantial compliance” and the language contained in the Proposed Legislation.

b. The POA Form and SGR are Overly Complex and Result in Execution Errors

The POA Form and SGR must be executed simultaneously to be effective. Yet, the two documents require two different forms of execution. The POA Form requires the signature of the principal and an acknowledgment in the form required to record a deed. The SGR requires the signature of the principal, an acknowledgment in the form required to record a deed, and two witnesses.

The combined statutory form has 21 places where it may be initialed including one place in the POA Form which must be initialed for the SGR to be effective. The Proposed Legislation merges the POA Form and SGR into one cohesive, manageable, and understandable form.

The NYSBA recognized the Commission’s concern in 2008 and 2010 for heightened awareness by the principal for the significance of the gifting provision and the dangers in not understanding the nature and consequences of the gifting provisions. However, it has been the experience of an overwhelming number of practitioners that the goal of such heightened awareness has not been achieved by the new forms, the increased verbosity of which only creates confusion for the principal, and which has led to forms that are continuously improperly executed and forms
so complex they are extremely difficult to execute properly within the requirements of the current law.

The Proposed Legislation provides that the gifting provisions of the SGR will be inserted in the Modifications Section of the POA Form requiring only one procedure for acknowledging the signature of the principal. The City Bar supports this change.

c. **Financial Institutions or Others Who Act Unreasonably in Refusing to Accept a Valid POA Form Should Face Some Form of Penalty**

Presently, the exclusive remedy for failure to accept a valid POA Form is a special proceeding under GOL § 5-1510, in which case the relief to be granted is limited to an order compelling acceptance. There is no provision for damages or attorney fees.

The law must include sanctions for third parties which unreasonably refuse to accept a properly executed POA Form or SGR, making them liable for the consequences suffered by the POA principal. The current remedy of a special proceeding under GOL § 5-1510 is inadequate without the ability of the court to impose sanctions against the third party.

The Proposed Legislation includes an additional provision that allows a court to award damages, including reasonable attorney’s fees and costs if the court finds that a third party acted unreasonably in refusing to honor the agent’s authority under the Statutory Short Form Power of Attorney. The revisions in 2008 and 2010 were intended to address the problem of banks and other third parties refusing to honor a statutory form and/or requiring their own forms be executed. Many banks and other third parties still require that their own forms be used, presumably because there are no sanctions for failing to honor a valid POA Form and/or SGR. In other words, there is no incentive for a bank or third party to accept a valid POA Form or SGR since there is no repercussion for refusing to do so. As such, practitioners report that these unreasonable refusals to accept valid POA Forms and/or SGRs continue unabated. Moreover, there appears to be no uniform policy even within a particular institution as to whether a POA Form or SGR will be accepted.

In order to balance the equities and reduce the burden on the third party institution presented with a Statutory Short Form Power of Attorney, the Proposed Legislation contains provisions setting forth procedures whereby a third party can reject such a power of attorney. For example, the Proposed Legislation includes the Uniform Power of Attorney Law provisions whereby a third party can be held harmless if it, in good faith, accepts an acknowledged POA Form and/or SGR without actual knowledge that the signature(s) is(are) not genuine and may rely upon the presumption that the acknowledged signature(s) is(are) genuine. Additionally, the third party can set forth its reasons for rejecting the POA Form or SGR and allow the proponent to respond to the reasons for such rejection. Additionally, the third party may also ask the agent for his or her certification of any factual matter concerning the principal, agent, or Statutory Short Form Power of Attorney and an opinion of counsel as to any matter of law concerning the power of attorney.

These protections for third parties and the availability of remedies such as damages and attorney fees have been adopted by numerous states as part of the Uniform Power of Attorney
Law. Banks and financial institutions operate profitably in those states under those laws. We see no reason why the same institutions cannot function under the same provisions in New York State.

NYSBA recommended that the Proposed Legislation include an additional provision that allows a court to award damages, including reasonable attorney’s fees and costs if the court finds that a third party acted unreasonably in refusing to honor the agent’s authority under the Statutory Short Form Power of Attorney. The City Bar concurs with NYSBA’s assessment and supports the Proposed Legislation.

III. PROPOSED MODIFICATION TO SPONSORS’ MEMORANDUM

It is no secret that some in the banking community oppose the sanctions provision of the Proposed Legislation. As argued by the City Bar’s Banking Law Committee, the ability of a party to recover attorneys’ fees as part of damages is in derogation of the American Rule that each party to a litigation must bear its own costs and will increase frivolous litigation. Moreover, banks argue that imposing such a sanction on banks is premature before a record has developed of banks’ performances under the new, more flexible regime of “substantial compliance” provided by the Proposed Legislation.

However, an incorrect and unreasonable refusal by a bank to honor a POA can cause enormous difficulty to individuals or families, particularly if the sponsor of the POA has become incompetent by the time the bank refuses to honor the POA. And, the Proposed Legislation provides significant safety valves and safe harbors to banks, including the entitlement to require legal opinions from counsel (at the principal’s expense) on legal issues or certifications by agents on issues of fact (which the statute empowers the banks to accept without further investigation), the entitlement to reject POAs that reasonably appear unsatisfactory or for which the requested legal opinion or factual certification are not provided, and indemnification of the bank against liability for accepting apparently proper POAs without actual knowledge that they are improper. In these circumstances, if a bank unreasonably refuses to honor a POA and forces the agent to spend money obtaining court orders that it be honored, it is fairer to have the bank pay for the costs of these steps necessitated by the bank’s unreasonable refusals than to have the victim of the bank’s unreasonableness pay them.

Courts should have little difficulty in most cases in determining whether the POA is valid and whether a refusal to validate it was unreasonable, particularly given the statutory requirement that the banks state their reasons for denial in writing and given the detailed statutory description of what grounds for denial will and will not be deemed reasonable. It is also reasonable to assume that agents will not undertake efforts to bring these actions unless they feel genuinely aggrieved by failures to honor a POA that should appropriately be honored; this does not seem like a fertile area for litigation by people who are just looking to collect attorneys’ fees.
In light of concerns raised by opponents, the City Bar believes it would be appropriate to modify the sponsors’ memorandum of the Proposed Legislation in order to provide clarity as to (1) the meaning of “substantial compliance” and (2) proper utilization of the ability to request an opinion of counsel. These changes (set forth in the attached Appendix) will serve to illuminate both parties’ responsibilities under the new procedures of the Proposed Legislation.
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APPENDIX

SUGGESTED MODIFICATIONS TO SPONSORS’ MEMORANDUM

The City Bar proposes the following two insertions to the “Justification” section of the sponsors’ memorandum, which would serve to modify the legislative history of the Proposed Legislation:

Meaning of “Substantial Compliance”. The below language could be inserted at the end of the subsection entitled “2) The current statutory exact wording requirement is unduly burdensome and becomes a trap for the unwary”:

In the context of the proposed amendments to the Power of Attorney statute and form, the plain and ordinary meaning of “substantially” is “in the main,” “essentially,” “practically,” “nearly” or “almost”; the term “substantially” in this context does not require the power of attorney to be identical to the form in GOL § 5-1513. To determine whether there is “substantial compliance,” the power of attorney at issue must be considered in its entirety to determine whether the legislative purpose of the Power of Attorney statute has been satisfied. The determination of whether there is “substantial compliance” with the form in GOL § 5-1513 does not turn on the presence or absence of a particular clause, and failing to include clauses that are not relevant to a given power of attorney will not in itself cause such power of attorney to fail the “substantial compliance” test.

Proper Utilization of the Ability to Request an Opinion of Counsel. To provide clarity as to the intent of the Legislature regarding this new opinion provision, we suggest including language to the following effect in the sponsors’ memorandum. This language could be inserted as new text at the end of the third paragraph of the subsection entitled “3) There are no sanctions for financial institutions or others who unreasonably refuse to accept a valid power of attorney”:

Legal opinions may only be given as to matters of law, and not as to matters of fact. Legal opinions as to legal competency, for example, are highly fact-specific. Accordingly, a legal opinion on this topic can be given only if the counsel from whom such an opinion is requested has verified each factual predicate upon which a determination of legal competence relies. Moreover, a legal opinion should state whether the opinion is based on counsel’s reasonable conclusion based on the law as it exists or on the judicial or legislative precedent on “substantial compliance” existing at the time, if any.